MacIntyre i4t group
Chesterfield

What we did in 2017 and 2018

We gave 2 SeeAbility Opening Eyes workshops to people with a learning disability and their staff

We took our Opening Eyes display to 4 events

We gave 2 Great Interactions Workshops to staff teams and to people with a learning disability

We did not have any bookings for our ‘It’s All About Me, Me, Me!’ workshops

Staff are working with MacIntyre fundraisers to try to start Book Club sessions in Derbyshire I4t may be part of this
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What we did in 2017 and 2018

We practiced making a presentation

We all learned our parts so we knew what to say at workshops

We did a training day to make sure our workshops are safe

We read 4 books using Bag Books and Books Beyond Words books

Every week we were reminded that team work is important for our group
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What we did in 2017 and 2018

We set our own personal challenges

We all made a new Page About Me at i4t

We learned about Breast Checks

We learned about smear tests
Alan Heather Carole and Alison went to the MacIntyre Roadshow in Towcester

We stayed in a hotel the night before

We made pretty scary masks for MacIntyre Go Purple Day
We sent our photo in for the Competition

We learned all 50 MacIntyre signing words using the MacIntyre cards

We started to use Story Cubes
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What we did in 2017 and 2018

We shared our news on the Reps on Board Facebook page

In July 2018 Alison set up a new MacIntyre Derbyshire Facebook page

We now add our news to this page
We have 88 followers

Every week we Tweet our news on @MacIntyre_I4T

We have 111 followers

Every week we write in our log books and add a photo

This means we can show family and staff what we do.
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What we did in 2017 and 2018

I4t Staff helped us to work with people from See Ability

We told them that our displays at events work well

Staff helped us to work with people from Books Beyond Words

They asked us to check out a book which has not yet been printed

The book is all about looking after your eyes and having an eye test

We gave them a long list of things we liked and did not like
We did daily jobs like
Keeping the drinks cupboard topped up

Washing the cups
Drying them
Putting them away
Cleaning up the kitchen

We took photos every week

We used the i pads often in our work

We checked the floor for pins and bits at the end of the day
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What we did in 2017 and 2018

We invited people to come to a Dementia Friends workshop

This was run by Nicki and Rachel from the MacIntyre Dementia project

We all became Dementia Friends

Wes joined the staff team to help out sometimes at i4t

We set up a rota to do all the daily jobs

This makes sure we all help and work as a team

The i4t Team
September 2018